
Every year, the Spring issue of our newsletter focuses on data from our last full agency audit (July 1, 2017 through 
June 30, 2018), and a few of the stories and accomplishments that tell us how the “data” helps people live better lives.  

The big take-away from this report is that Pacific Center is now truly the primary LGBTQ provider of mental health 
sup-port services for people throughout Alameda County.   

No other agency comes remotely close to providing the quality, nor breadth, of mental health services for LGBTQ  
people.  Furthermore, we are helping more LGBTQ people through these difficult times than any other mental health 
organization in Alameda County. 

After reading this issue and learning more about how we are doing, I sincerely hope you will be pleased with our  
progress, and the commitment of staff, board and volunteers to remain true to our mission. 

Here’s a quick snapshot of how we made a difference during FY 2017-18: 

Over 1226 people received direct services from Pacific Center. 
646 people attended 18 peer groups at 4 locations. 
135 young people came to our after-school program. 

Over 4000 folks were engaged through outreach events, trainings, 
or provided resources and referrals. 

Our excellent clinician training program earned a contract from Alameda 
County Behavioral Health to train other mental health provider  
agencies throughout the country. In this first year of the program, 
we conducted 21 trainings. 

Our Older Adult program provided therapy and peer support groups in 
underserved cities like Livermore, Dublin and Hayward. 

Even with this growth, Pacific Center remained a grassroots, volunteer-
driven organization with over 165 volunteers engaged throughout all levels of our organization. And approximately 
200 stakeholders, just like you, honored Pacific Center’s work with financial support. 

I hope you’ll learn something new about us from this report, and come away reassured that we are continuing to 
evolve and grow at a sustainable pace.  However, even when there is good news to share, we all know that even one 
lost contract can threaten any non-profit, big or small.  I hope you will remain steadfast in your efforts to keep us 
strong by donating to our general operating fund, and also consider supporting our commitment to Pacific Center‘s 
future through our new endowment fund.  We intend to remain responsive to all communities under the LGBTQ      
umbrella for a very long time….and we can, with your help. 

Leslie Ewing, Executive Director 

         Our Mission 
Pacific Center for Human Growth (Pacific Center) fosters and enhances the well-being and self-respect of diverse 
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer youth, seniors, adults, and families through the delivery of LGBTQ-
proficient mental health and wellness services, and through the training of a strong and inclusive community of 
LGBTQ-proficient mental health care professionals. 



Revenue: In FY 2017-18 our total revenue was $1,006,425. Our success in expanding services to central and 
eastern Alameda County was mostly fueled by new contracts from Alameda County Behavioral Health. These 
contracts also had a big impact on total revenue.  

Individual donations have remained about the same for the last three years, but grant revenue decreased 
between FY 2016-17 and FY 2017-18, mostly due to the elimination of direct services funding by a few  
foundations.  

Clinic revenue has remained reasonably steady over the last three years, and there probably won’t be 
significant gains until we find a way to partner with more agencies to provide services offsite. 

Expenses: In FY 2017-18 our total expenses were $921,091. Our services are not reliant upon a lot of  
equipment, nor supplies when it comes to expenses. We are people helping people, thus the higher  
personnel expenses. All expenses in FY 2017-18 were in line with the kind of services we provide. We also 
grew our reserve account to just under $100,000 by the end of FY 2017-18. 

Pacific Center Revenue 

Last 3 Fiscal Years 



Nearly 650 individuals from throughout Alameda County 
attended at least one of our 18 peer groups in 2017-18.  

These community-responsive peer groups were facilitated by 
over 55 trained volunteers.   

In general, peer group attendees report feeling less isolated, 
more self-accepting, and having found community, camaraderie, 
and friendship. 

38% of attendees identify as transgender or non-binary 

71% of our peer group members come from Alameda 
County, including Oakland and Berkeley 

55% of peer group attendees report earning under 
$40,000 annually 

Front desk volunteers provide critical support to staff and clinicians by admitting all visitors and clients and 
responding to emails and phone calls.   

In addition to administrative support and helping guests locate resources, front desk volunteers assist with 
building & garden maintenance, facility upkeep and supply restocking, social media campaigns, development 
support, data entry, grant writing, and outreach.   

Total number front desk volunteers trained: 48 

Number of volunteers actively engaged in the program: 35 

“Peer groups have become a vital part of my life and queer identity; I have found out so much about 
myself through these groups, and as a facilitator, I am constantly hearing group members speak to 
the importance of the groups in providing the only space where they can feel truly themselves.  
This is also true for myself.  At a time when our queer identity is constantly under attack, this is   
what safe space means for me.” 

- Pacific Center peer group facilitator

“I love volunteering at Pacific 
Center. The community and staff 
are warm and inclusive, and I'm 
proud to be a part of making 
mental health services available 
to folks who need them.” 

- Leah B.

Pacific Center volunteer

“For me, growing up queer was often a lonely   
experience. Navigating the world and feeling invisible-- 
though perhaps a privilege in some ways-- made me feel 
alone. I'm proud to volunteer at Pacific Center because I 
want to help other people feel less alone.” 

- Kevin R., Pacific Center volunteer

Stephanie and Nick, 
Pacific Center volunteers 



Dr. Sheila Addison LMFT 
James Baker LMFT 
Zvi Bellin LPCC 
Jonathan Burstein LMFT 
Anne Marie Dannenberg LMFT 
Dima Dashevsky LMFT 
Laine Demetria LMFT 
Lindsay Ferlin LMFT 
Dr. James Fishman PhD 
Dr. Anna Franko PsyD 
Susan Futterman LMFT 
Dr. Rebecca Goettsche PsyD 
Nia Hamilton-Ibu LCSW 
Sandee Henry LMFT 
Rob Hopcke LMFT 
Nicole Koethner LMFT 
Raia Kogan LMFT 

Kapwa Kollective 
Rebecca Kraus LCSW 
Deb Lyman LCSW 
Joan Monheit LCSW 
Carol Osmer LCSW 
Dr. Tiffany O’Shaughnessy PhD 
Kimbo Prichard LMFT 
Dr. Marcella Raimondo PhD 
Dr. Rachel Robbins PsyD 
Dr. Dennis Reno PhD 
Dr. Eric Samuels PsyD 
Bill Say MA 
Deena Solwren LCSW 
Craig Toonder LMFT 
Jay Williams LCSW 
Kip Williams LMFT 

Pacific Center’s Clinic Training Program provides MFT, PPC, 
PsyD and PhD trainees and registered clinicians the  
opportunity to work directly with the incredibly diverse 
LGBTQ population of Alameda County.   

Under the keen leadership of Louise Monsour, our program 
expanded into 3 cohorts comprised of 1st and 2nd year  
trainees, associates and other higher level candidates.  This 
third cohort allows more schedule flexibility and the ability 
to continue to see clients while completing the application 
process for licensure.  

In addition to our volunteer therapists, the following former 
clinicians returned to Pacific Center and stepped into the 
roles of trainers and supervisors: 
James Baker LMFT, Nisi Baier LMFT, Jonathan Burstein LMFT, 
Anne Marie Dannenberg LMFT, Susan Futterman LMFT, 
and Rebecca Goettsche PsyD.

“In being a member of this training program, I have 
really been given the opportunity and encouragement 
to access and incorporate my whole self.  
The program and the various supervision environ-
ments have challenged me to learn some fundamen-
tal insights about myself as it relates to and enhances 
my becoming a professional clinician. “ 

- 1st year clinical intern

Our clinicians provided no-cost therapy for 
28 individuals, at Pacific Center and the East 
Bay AIDS Center 

43% of clients were men of color. 

68% reported living under the  
Federal poverty line, qualifying  
for Ryan White funding support. 

Thank you to the following people for donating their time 
And expertise in training our next generation of  

mental health professionals: 



Between July of 2017 and June of 2018, Pacific Center continued to strengthen and expand our therapy and 
peer support group services for older adults throughout Alameda County. Initially launched with three Older 
and Out drop-in therapy groups at senior centers in Livermore, North Berkeley, and Hayward, this program 
continued to expand to include collaborations with other agencies including starting a therapy group at the 
Oakland LGBTQ Community Center. Additionally, new peer support groups in San Leandro, Hayward, and 
Alameda provided monthly and bi-monthly support and real community for some of the most isolated older 
LGBTQ adults in Alameda County. 

"Pacific Center gave us a place to 
grow and learn a lot, about  

ourselves and others." 

-Skye and Max,
Pacific Center community 

members  

Clinician Karishma B. holds a 
painting made by a youth group 
member. 

“The group is opening so much territory to explore and  
admit about myself - so I often say to myself - "I am like that 
too,” or I'm really not so out of place here - I do belong and 

on the path to belonging.” 

“I wanted you to know how you and the Pacific Center made 
a difference in my life. Thank you.”  

Older and Out data: 

94 therapy group members 

29% of attendees from Berkeley 
32% from Oakland 
21% from other areas of  

Alameda County 
18% from outside of Alameda 

County 

Pacific Center’s youth group met after school twice weekly and was a facilitated drop-in group with a clinician 
present at all times.  L.O.U.D. provided a safe space to over 135 youth in FY 2017-18. 

The Speaker’s Bureau, engaging mostly transitional age youth, provided presentations to 810 participants at 
13 schools. 



In FY 2017-18, we won a county contract to provide training in culturally competent mental health provider 
practices in order to better serve LGBTQ people throughout Alameda County. 

Number of trainings in fiscal year:  21      

Number of participants trained in fiscal year:  540 

We also produced a successful one-day-long conference, Mental Health at the Intersections, to highlight the 
need to approach mental health with an intersectional lens that takes all parts of an person’s identity into 
consideration (e.g. race, gender, sexual orientation, class, religion, etc.). 90 people attended, and the event is 
now held annually at the California Endowment Center in Oakland. 

“I learned to not feel uncomfortable asking questions.” 

“I have a better understanding of terminology.” 

“I would love to learn more about creating safety in group process.” 

“I have a more nuanced understanding of micro-aggressions.” 

“I have a better understanding of how to talk to youth about using appropriate pronouns.” 

Also during this reporting period, Alameda County asked us to launch a Grief and Trauma therapy group after 
the Ghost Ship fire, to support people affected by trauma associated with the death of a loved one.  

During this first year, 31 meetings were held, and the group continues to be funded by Alameda County 
Behavioral Health.  



Unicorns ($10,000 - $49,999) 
James P. Curd Fund 
Horizons Foundation 2017 Community Issues Grant 
Red Oak Realty—Art White Memorial Fund 

Angels ($5,000 - $9,999) 
Gay Chemist Support Fund of Horizons Foundation 
Cameron Geddes 

Protectors ($1,000 - $4,999) 
AIDS Walk SF Foundation 
Alexandra Barrows 
Anonymous 
Pansy L. Chan Living Trust 
William H. Cilker Family Foundation 
Comcast 
Raul DeGuzman 
Drag For a Cause 
Eleftherios Aslanoglou 
Folk Fight Back 
Haertel-Oman Charitable Fund 
James C. Hormel Revocable Living Trust 
Michael Somers 
James Wilson & Rafael Rosario 
Larry Wolfson & David Fong 
Kriss Worthington 

Champions ($500 - $999) 

The A&P Lesbian Fund of Horizons Foundation 
Will Clayton 
Laura Contreras 
Alana Crary 
Thomas Cuff 
E! Berkeley 
Elmwood Café 
John Gooding & Alistair McElwee 
Bensen Hayden 
Jan Herzog 
Craig Hotti 
Melissa Kohner 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory HOME Campaign 
Richard Meiss & Peter Rudy 
Kerriann McDermott 
Sheila O’Rourke & Joyce Gagnon 
Linda & Nadesan Permaul 
Dennis Reno 
Royal Grand Ducal Council of Alameda County 
Sam Rudin 
Michael Rufo 
Mark Salimbene & William McCormick III 
Rick Storrs 
Steve Toby 
Henry van der Voort 
Donna Woll 

Friends (up to $499) 
Norm Abramson 
Acorns for Change at the East Bay Community Foundation 
Marcy Adelman, PhD 
Anonymous 
Ron Aquila & Lili Suzuki 
Eric Bachman 
James Bartholomew & Tin Nguyen 
Alvin H. Baum Jr. Philanthropic Fund 
Larry Becerra 
Wayne Bender 
Darlene Ceremello & Jessie Greenman 
George Demakas 
Robert Dixon 
Roger Doughty 
Dorian Eidhin 
Hugo Evans 
Leslie Ewing 
Philip Gerrard 
Peter Goldblum, PhD 
Seri Gomberg 
Jason G’Sell 
Rhoda Haberman 
Russell Handuz 
Dennis Hanley 
Vera Hannush 
Pan Haskins 
Myisha Haynes 
Laura & Thomas Herring 
Eric Hsu & James Chambers Charitable Fund  

of Horizons Foundation 
Terri Lanzing 
R. William Lautner
Victor & Kati Markowitz
Thomas Marshall
M. Anne Mitchell & Joni Hauser
MME Fundraiser
Darryl Moore
Barbara Noda & Mimi Liem
Pacific School of Religion
Sharon Page-Medrich
David Pfau
Jason Prado
Queer Acceptance Fund of Horizons Foundation
Kimberly Rathbun
Sunena & Usula Sabharwal
Sandia Pride Alliance Network
St. Joseph Notre Dame High School
Eric Soladay & Tye Crain Solrain
Donald Stephenson
Maria Sutter
Shamara Vizcarra
Karen Yetter

... and many more generous donors. 
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